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Geologic Resources 
Geologic History 

The landscape along the Route 122 Scenic 

Byway is a product of the collision of two 

super-continents approximately 400 million 

years ago (Mountain Building Era) that 

created huge mountains as tall as the Alps 

dividing eastern and western Massachusetts.  

The collision known as the Acadian Orogeny 

(a geologic term for mountain building), 

affected much of central New England.  

During this event, in the location between 

the towns of Athol and Erving, gigantic folds 

of rocks called nappes, were squeezed up and 

out of the collision zone like paint from a 

tube.  The older, less dense gneiss, the 

―basement‖ rock, escaped the tremendous 

pressure by floating upward and outward, 

forming nearly upright domes.  Many of the 

north-south trending hills and ridges that 

border the Byway corridor are all that remain 

of these ancient mountains and gneiss 

domes.  

 

Approximately 200 million years ago 

(Earthquakes and Dinosaurs Era), a great rift 

basin formed in the area that would 

eventually become the present day 

Connecticut River Valley as the sutured 

continental plates were pulled apart.  Triassic 

and Jurassic-aged sedimentary rocks and 

basalts filled the rift basin and dinosaurs 

roamed across the area, leaving behind their 

footprints for us to discover.  As the last ice 

sheet began to melt approximately 15,600 

years ago, Glacial Lake Hitchcock covered 

the valley as the melting water was trapped 

behind naturally-formed dams.1  

here is a wealth of important natural resources along the Route 122 Scenic 

Byway.  The array includes interesting geological formations, cold, clean 

water resources, a range of wildlife (some rare and endangered) and 

thousands of square miles of northern hardwood forests.  This assortment of 

assets makes the Route 122 Scenic Byway a unique and special place for residents and 

visitors to experience.  This diversity is also a strong contributor to the region’s scenic 

beauty, natural wonder and recreational riches, which are the underpinning for 

economic development and the rural vitality. 

 

In this chapter there is a general inventory and overview of the natural resources in the 

Byway area.  Information on the geology, soils, water resources, and rare species 

habitats located in the study area are included.  The inventory is not intended to 

provide an in-depth review or assessment of these resources, but to highlight the 

Byway’s primary natural and environmental assets.  The chapter also discusses 

potential issues and concerns that could affect the quality of these resources over time.  

The chapter concludes with recommendations for protecting, maintaining, and 

enhancing the Byway’s natural resources.  

T 
CHAPTER 3  

1. Little, Richard D. Dinosaurs, Dunes, and Drifting Continents: The Geology of the Connecticut River Valley.3rd 
Ed. Earth View LLC, Easthampton, MA. 2003. 
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By the close of the dinosaur age, the entire 

eastern United States was part of a large 

featureless plain, known as the peneplain.  It 

had been leveled through erosion with the 

exception of a few higher, resistant areas.  

Today, these granite mountaintops, named 

monadnocks, are still the high points in the 

region.  Such mountaintops are Mount 

Monadnock in New Hampshire; and Mount 

Grace in the Franklin County Town of 

Warwick, and Mount Wachusett in 

Worcester County in Massachusetts.   

 

As the peneplain eroded, the less resistant 

rock eroded to form low-lying areas, while 

bands of schist remained to form upland 

ridges of hills.  By this time, the Connecticut 

Valley had been filled with sediment, while 

streams that would become the Westfield, 

Deerfield, and Farmington Rivers meandered 

eastward.  The Millers, Swift and Chicopee 

Rivers and other westward-flowing streams 

would become more significant later on.  

 

A long period of relative quiet followed the 

dinosaur era.  Then, as the Rocky Mountains 

were forming in the west eight million years 

ago, the eastern peneplain shifted upward a 

thousand feet. As a result of the new steep 

topography, stream flow accelerated, carving 

deep valleys into the plain.  The plain rose 

one more time, and the Millers and Swift 

Rivers, once slow, meandering streams, now 

carved their courses through the sediment 

and bedrock.  Today, the visible remnants of 

the peneplain are actually the area's schist-

bearing hilltops, all at about the same one 

thousand (1,000) foot elevation.   

 

Mountain building, flowing water and wind 

had roughly shaped the land; the great 

glacial advance would form the remaining 

peneplain into its current topography.  The 

earth's climate cooled until a point about two 

million years ago when accumulated snow 

and ice in the far north began advancing 

under its own weight (Ice Age).  A series of 

glaciations followed, eroding mountains and 

displacing huge amounts of rock and 

sediment.  The final advance, known as the 

Wisconsin Glacial Period, completely covered 

New England before it began to recede about 

thirteen thousand (13,000) years ago.  It 

scoured and polished the land into its current 

form leaving a layer of glacial debris and 

landforms that are still distinguishable. 

 

This profile of softly rounded hills, bounded 

by upland ridges, reveals the gneiss and 

schist bedrock lying beneath it.  It is covered 

by a variable layer of till – an unsorted mix of 

rock, clay, and sand left behind by retreating 

glaciers.  While the Millers River, which 

flows west, probably first formed prior to the 

glacial period, most of hydrological system in 

Orange and New Salem is a remnant of that 

time.  In particular, the Swift River follows a 

north-south course, which mirrors the 

advance and retreat of the glaciers.  Smaller 

streams flow from upland areas and 

replenish the extensive wetlands that have 

formed in sediments that filled drainage 

depressions left by the retreating glacier.  

 

The glacier deposited gravel and sand 

deposits in the lowlands and along stream 

terraces.  These lowlands became the 

floodplains of the Swift River, North Pond, 

Shingle Swamp, and Gulf and Cold Brooks in 

Orange, and the Swift River, Spriggy, Bow, 

Willow and McIver Brooks, Basset, North 

and South Spectacle Ponds, and Blackington 

Swamp in New Salem.  The broadest deposit 

in Orange is found on the glacial outwash 

plain in the area of the Town's Municipal 

Airport, known by townspeople as "The 

Plains."  

 

Where sand and gravel deposits were left 

along hillsides, they formed kame terraces 
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and eskers.  Kames are short hills, ridges, or 

mounds and eskers are long narrow ridges or 

mounds of sand, gravel, and boulders. Both 

are formed by glacial melt waters.  

 

Geology Today 

The Route 122 Scenic Byway lies within the 

Millers River and Swift River watersheds,2 

which include some of the most rugged and 

steep terrain of the State's central upland.  

Monadnocks, hills of erosion-resistant rock, 

are an important landscape feature that is 

characteristic of the area.  The region 

includes a vast acreage of unspoiled open 

space, forested lands and water (Quabbin 

Reservoir) in public and quasi-public 

ownership that provides a wide variety of 

outdoor opportunities for camping, hiking, 

picnicking, fishing, boating, hunting and 

scenic viewing.3 

 

The underlying bedrock of Orange and New 

Salem is predominantly Monson gneiss with 

large banded areas of schist rock forming the 

upland ridges and mountains in the area, 

including:  Chestnut, Harris, Adams, 

Maggon, Rattlesnake, Fairview and Bassett 

Hills.  These are hard bedrock formations, 

which have no inherent development or site 

suitability limitations.  However, the 

overlying soils, the slope or grade of the land, 

and the depth to groundwater may pose 

constraints to development. 

 
In Orange, because of some volcanic activity 

in pre-historic periods, there is at least one 

area of soft soapstone rock on the west side 

of Tully Mountain that would limit 

development.  Growth elsewhere in the 

Orange and New Salem area may be 

constrained by significant areas of shallow 

bedrock and rocky ledges and the attendant 

shallow depth to groundwater common in 

the region, as well as by aquifer recharge 

areas and many small wetlands.  There is no 

public sewer system in New Salem.  In 

Orange, only the downtown area is served by 

pubic sewer, leaving most of the Byway area 

served by on-site septic systems.  Also, most 

areas along the Byway are served by on-site 

private wells.  This mix of septic systems and 

private wells on residential and commercial 

parcels makes development complicated 

because shallow depth to groundwater lands 

tend to flood which can cause pollution of 

wells from nearby septic systems. 

 

The Towns of Orange and New Salem that  

we recognize today are the result of millions 

of years of geologic history: the great 

upheavals of the earth's crust and volcanism, 

and the sculpting power of moving water, ice, 

and wind.  This distinctive physical base has 

determined the distribution of the water 

bodies, soils and vegetation, and the 

settlement pattern in the region, both prior 

to and since colonial settlement.  

 

 

Soils 
The soils found along the Byway corridor 

occur in natural groups known as soil 

associations.  According to the United States 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) Soil 

Conservation Service Soil Survey for Franklin 

County (February 1967), the soils of Orange 

and northeast New Salem fall into two basic 

associations: the Hinckley-Merrimac and the 

Shapleigh-Essex-Gloucester soil associations. 

 

The Hinckley-Merrimac soil association 

occurs on glacial outwash plains and stream 

terraces in the southern half of Orange and 

2. The Swift River is a tributary to the Chicopee River, which, like the Millers River,  is considered a major tributary 
to the Connecticut River. 
3. Skehan, James K. Roadside Geology of Massachusetts.  Mountain Press Publishing Company, Missoula, MO, 
2001.  
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northeast portion of New Salem.  These soils 

were formed in deep deposits of sand and 

gravel deposited by the melt water streams of 

the glaciers.  Pockets of moderately well 

drained Sudbury soils also occur within this 

association.  Aquifer recharge areas lie under 

these soils.  Since these soils have good 

permeability, they are suitable for septic 

systems.  However, poorly planned 

development could adversely impact water 

quality. 

 

The second soil association found in Orange 

and New Salem along Route 122, the 

Shapleigh-Essex-Gloucester association, 

includes soils that have formed in stony, 

sandy, and gray glacial till.  These soils tend 

to be stony and contain many large boulders.  

Scattered throughout the association are 

areas of moderately well drained Scituate 

and poorly drained Ridgebury soils.  The 

Shapleigh soils are located on very steep 

slopes, from 15% to 60%, and many areas 

have ledge outcrops of schist bedrock.  The 

well drained Essex and Gloucester soils are 

similar and are found on the upper parts of 

hills. The Essex soils also have a hardpan 

layer within two and a half feet of the surface 

with slow permeability, which could present 

a development constraint by limiting septic 

system siting.   

 

Several areas of prime agricultural land are 

scattered throughout Orange and New 

Salem, comprising about 1% of the total land 

area.  These soils are considered Capability 

Unit I-5, or Class I (the highest quality) 

according to the Soil Conservation Service 

Survey; they are deep, well drained, and 

nearly level.  Even when used intensively, the 

risk of erosion to these soils is minimal.  

However, much of the soil in Franklin 

County is also low in natural fertility and 

quite acidic.  Thus, careful management is 

needed to maintain organic matter. 

Water Resources 
The Route 122 region has an abundance of 

cold and clean water resources that provide 

habitat for a variety of plants and wildlife 

including some rare and endangered species.  

The Route 122 Scenic Byway crosses the 

Millers River in downtown Orange and 

travels next to the Swift River in southeast 

Orange and northwest New Salem.  In 

addition to several lakes and ponds, the 

Quabbin Reservoir is a prominent and 

defining feature within the New Salem 

section of the Byway.  It serves as an 

important scenic feature, recreational 

amenity, and large scale source of drinking 

water.  The Quabbin Reservoir is also a 

dramatic part of the State’s history.  

 

Rivers and Streams 

The Route 122 Scenic Byway travels through 

the watersheds of the Millers and Chicopee 

Rivers, which are major tributaries to the 

Connecticut River.  The Swift River, which 

was impounded by the Commonwealth to 

create the Quabbin Reservoir is a tributary of 

the Chicopee River and therefore is a sub-

watershed of the Chicopee River watershed.   

 

Millers River 

Historically, the Millers River was used for 

industrial purposes.  Despite this industrial 

history, the River and many of its larger 

tributaries are for the most part considered 

to have good water quality.  According to 

assessments performed by the Massachusetts 

Department of Environmental Protection 

(DEP), the Millers River and many of its 

larger tributaries (Lyons Brook, Mormon 

Hollow Brook, Keyup Brook, Whetstone 

Brook, and the East Branch of the Tully 

River) meet Surface Water Quality Standards 

for ―Aquatic Life‖ and ―Primary‖ and 

―Secondary Contact Recreation.‖  ―Aquatic 

Life‖ use is supported when suitable habitat 
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and water quality is available for sustaining a 

native, naturally diverse community of 

aquatic flora and fauna.  ―Primary Contact 

Recreational‖ use is supported when 

activities such as swimming, wading, diving, 

and water skiing can occur without risk of 

illness due to ingestion of fecal coli form 

bacteria.  ―Secondary Contact Recreation‖ 

use is supported when conditions are 

suitable for any use in which contact with the 

water is either incidental or accidental for 

example, fishing and boating.   

 

The Byway crosses the Millers River in 

Orange, providing a unique view of 

development and conservation on the River 

– the historic mill buildings forming a 

―canyon‖ through which the Millers flows 

and the River exemplifying the restoration of 

riverine habitat for humans and wildlife 

alike.  To experience the Millers River, 

travelers can visit Riverfront Park on River 

Street in Orange just off the Byway.  The park 

has a parking area, boat launch, benches and 

pathways that enable visitors to enjoy the 

river, and also has an array of gardens, paths, 

buildings, and paved areas that use low 

impact development (LID) techniques to 

protect the river from non-point pollution.  

Kiosks in the park explain the importance of 

LID to protecting water resources and to 

enhancing community infrastructure and 

recreation areas.   

 

Swift River 

In the 1930s, the Swift River was impounded 

by the Commonwealth to create the Quabbin 

Reservoir.  In addition to the four towns 

(Dana, Enfield, Greenwich and Prescott), 

over a thousand businesses, farms, and 

homes, wildlife habitat and valuable natural 

resources were lost as the Swift River Valley 

was flooded.  Thousands of acres of habitat 

for plants and animals were destroyed as 

trees were cut and burned to clear land for 

the reservoir.  Fields and forests, which were 

home to mammals large and small and 

myriad amphibians and reptiles, were 

inundated by millions of gallons of water.  

The valley and free flowing Swift River were 

dramatically changed through the initiative 

to provide Boston and surrounding towns 

with fresh, clean water. 

 

Today, travelers on Route 122 see stunning 

views framed by the beauty of the Quabbin 

Reservoir, one of the largest man-made lakes 

and ecosystems in the country.  Views of the 

reservoir, forests, wetlands, and distant hills 

and mountains are constantly changing with 

the seasons and the weather.  This mix of 

landscape and water are the back drop and 

home for the black bears, moose and coyotes 

that roam the forests and wetlands, for the 

ducks, loons, osprey and bald eagles that fish 

Quabbin’s waters, and for the industrious 

beaver and playful otters that ply the lake.   

 
Restricted recreational access provided by 

the State give visitors to the Byway many 

opportunities to experience the reservoir and 

watershed first-hand.  They can hike marked 

trails, hunt its lands, and fish its deep water.  

However, there are few opportunities to 

learn about the creation of the reservoir and 

its remarkable water supply system or the 

unique history of the region. 

 

Lakes and Ponds 

In New Salem, the Route 122 Scenic Byway is 

dominated by views of lakes and ponds.  In 

addition to the Quabbin Reservoir, the road 

passes between North and South Spectacle 

Ponds, which are held in private ownership.   
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The Quabbin Reservoir 

The word "Quabbin" is a Nipmuck Indian 

word that roughly translates to "the place or 

the meeting of many waters". The Quabbin 

Reservoir and the surrounding open lands 

are prominent features along the Byway in 

New Salem.  The Quabbin Reservoir is the 

primary source of water for 2.2 million 

people and 5,500 industrial users in eastern 

Massachusetts.4  It covers 38.5 square miles 

in New Salem and is the largest water body 

in the Commonwealth.  The Quabbin has 117 

miles of shoreline and holds 412 billion 

gallons of water—enough to supply its users 

with water for four years even if it were not 

replenished by rain or snowmelt.  The 

reservoir was created in the 1930s by 

damming the Swift River.  Four towns (Dana, 

Enfield, Greenwich and Prescott) and 

thousands of acres of wildlife habitat were 

taken for its creation.  The creation of the 

Quabbin resulted in many roads in town 

becoming dead-ends at the edge of the 

reservoir and a whole new lake ecosystem 

was created in the Commonwealth.  

Recreational uses at the reservoir are limited 

to protect water quality.5  Shore and boat 

fishing are permitted, as are hiking and 

bicycling.6  

 

The 12,100-acre Prescott Peninsula juts 

south between the two main forks of the 

reservoir and comprises the southern half of 

New Salem.  Access to this area is restricted 

to protect the public water supply.  The area 

is closed to the public, excluding limited 

access for research.  The state-owned lands 

in and around the Quabbin Reservoir are 

under the authority of the state Department 

of Conservation and Recreation.  Nearly 80% 

of the land in New Salem is publicly owned 

for the conservation of water resources, 

forests and wildlife.7 

 

 

Threats to Water Quality 
The Millers and the Swift Rivers are cold 

water fisheries.  They support trout, which 

require cold, clean water and are especially 

sensitive to pollution.  Therefore, it is 

essential that these cold water streams be 

protected from the negative impacts of 

pollution.  One specific issue of concern is 

the pollution caused by stormwater runoff 

from the road surface of the Byway, including 

sanding and salting of the roadway during 

the winter months.  It is important that this 

is considered when completing future 

roadway projects and improvements.  Future 

road maintenance and improvement projects 

are opportunities to upgrade and/or improve 

Quabbin Reservoir along Route 122. 

4. Massachusetts Water Resources Authority, http://www.mwra.state.ma.us/04water/html/wat.htm. 
5. Massachusetts Heritage Landscape Inventory Program, New Salem Reconnaissance Report, p. 3. 
6. Greene, Historic Quabbin Hikes, p. 14. 
7. New Salem Open Space and Recreation Plan, p.1. 

http://www.mwra.state.ma.us/04water/html/wat.htm.
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stormwater-control measures to protect the 

natural resources that exist in the waterways 

along the corridor.   

 

Potential hazardous materials spills are a 

threat to water quality and the environment.  

Route 122 is used by trucks that may be 

transporting hazardous materials, and 

accidents and spills of these materials can 

occur.  Federal, State and local officials 

recognize the serious effects that a hazardous 

spill could have on water quality and the 

environment.  Consequently, the Franklin 

Regional Emergency Planning Committee 

has prepared a Hazardous Materials 

Emergency Plan which meets both Federal 

and State requirements, and provides for a 

higher degree of preparedness in the event of 

a hazardous chemical spill.  Route 122 is 

recognized as a potential transportation 

route for hazardous materials and is included 

in this plan. 

 

Best management practices including ―low-

impact development,‖ referred to as LID can 

also be used to preserve and improve water 

quality in the water bodies along the Byway.  

LID strategies integrate green space, native 

landscaping, natural hydrologic functions, 

and various other techniques to generate less 

runoff from developed land.8  LID systems 

include rain gardens and bio-retention, green 

roofs, sidewalk storage of water, vegetated 

swales and buffers, permeable pavers, rain 

barrels and cisterns, and reducing 

impervious surfaces.9  

 

Other best management practices include 

those for farming and forestry that land 

owners and contractors can use to protect the 

region’s waters from pollution.  Additionally, 

towns can enact land use regulations and 

zoning ordinances that help preserve 

community open spaces and natural 

resources. 

 

Public Drinking Water 
Resources 

As with the quality of rivers and streams 

along the Scenic Byway, the local public 

drinking water resources within the Byway 

corridor can also be degraded by nearby land 

uses, roadway runoff and the application of 

salt and sand during winter months.  

 

Orange’s water supply is from three 

municipal wells that are classified as active.  

These ground sources are supported by two 1

-million-gallon storage tanks.  The recharge 

areas for the three Zone II and III wells were 

delineated and mapped in 1994.  

Additionally, the safe yield for each well was 

calculated and the permitted withdrawal 

volume for the system was established.  The 

permit is for 20 years with reviews of the 

water withdrawal data occurring every five 

years by the Department of Environmental 

Protection.  It is expected that the permitted 

withdrawal volume will increase over time as 

the community's population and demand for 

water increases.10  

 

Although the Quabbin Reservoir is located in 

New Salem, the residents get their drinking 

water from private wells.  There is no public 

water system in New Salem.  The 

northeastern corner of New Salem is not part 

8.  Environmental Protection Agency, Green Infrastructure, Low Impact Development, http://water.epa.gov/
polwaste/green/.  Last updated July 8, 2010.  Accessed 11/1/10. 
9. Natural Resources Defense Council.  Stormwater Strategies: Community Responses to Runoff Pollution.  
Chapter 12, Low Impact Development, http://www.nrdc.org/water/pollution/storm/chap12.asp.  August 
2001Accessed 11/1/10. 
10. Orange Open Space and Recreation Plan 2002, p. 4-19. 
11. Massachusetts Heritage Landscape Inventory Program, New Salem Reconnaissance Report, p.3 

http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/green/
http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/green/
http://www.nrdc.org/water/pollution/storm/chap12.asp.%20August%202001
http://www.nrdc.org/water/pollution/storm/chap12.asp.%20August%202001
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of the Quabbin drainage, but is located over 

an aquifer that supplies a large public well 

field for the town of Orange, to the north.11  

 

Plant and Animal Species  
The Route 122 Scenic Byway is characterized 

by a mixture of farmland and forests.  There 

are occasional open fields scattered along the 

road. Hayfields and other agricultural areas 

offer important habitats, especially for 

songbirds and waterfowl.  Species like 

bobolink and killdeer rely on open fields for 

nesting sites.  Many declining populations of 

songbirds use recently abandoned cropland 

for nesting, and these areas provide cover 

and food sources.  Since most of these open 

lands are privately owned, working with their 

owners is important to sustaining these 

resources.12 

 

In addition, the Byway has miles of 

forestlands that support a host of wildlife.  

Generally, most of these forests are on 

upland sites that are fairly dry and well 

drained.  Deciduous trees, such as oak and 

hickory, and conifers, such as white pine and 

hemlock, are common in upland forests.  

Understory shrubs include witch hazel, 

striped maple, blueberries, and a variety of 

herbaceous plants.  In addition to upland 

sites, forested wetlands are found near the 

Byway.  

 

The forests contribute to the local economy 

through the production of maple syrup and 

timber products.  They are also the site of 

recreational activities including hiking, 

camping, fishing, hunting, boating, skiing, 

snowshoeing,  and snowmobil ing.  

Recreational opportunities along the Byway 

are further discussed in the Recreational 

Resources chapter.  

 

The forests are habitat to wildlife.  A variety 

of mammals are found in land surrounding 

the Quabbin and within the Byway area 

including white-tailed deer, coyote, red fox, 

raccoon, fisher, mink, bobcat, striped skunk, 

porcupine, opossum, eastern cottontail 

rabbit, beaver, muskrat, squirrels, moles, 

voles, bats, shrews and mice.  Moose and 

black bear are increasing in number.  

Reptiles, including various snakes and 

turtles, are common, as well as frogs and 

other amphibians.  Many species of birds are 

abundant, including game birds (such as 

ruffed grouse and woodcock), waterfowl 

(such as wood duck and Canada geese) and 

an array of songbirds.  Fishing birds such as 

osprey, kingfisher and great blue heron 

frequent the waters of the Quabbin.13 

 

Rare and Endangered Species 
and Significant Natural 
Communities 

The North Quabbin Bioreserve 

The North Quabbin Bioreserve at the eastern 

portion of the Byway, in the town of New 

Salem, contains breathtaking unspoiled 

woodland scenery.  This collection of more 

than 64,000 acres of private and public land 

in the area has been protected through 

conservation restrictions and purchased by 

the state and environmental organizations. 

 

The Natural Heritage and 
Endangered Species Program  

The Natural Heritage and Endangered 

Species Program (NHESP), which is 

administered by the Massachusetts Division 

of Fisheries and Wildlife, collects and 

maintains information on over 400 rare and 

12. New Salem Open Space and Recreation Plan 2004, p. 19. 
13. Ibid, p. 21. 
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endangered species throughout the 

Commonwealth.  The goal of the NHESP is to 

protect biological diversity in the state 

through research, the cataloging of species, 

reviewing environmental impacts, restoring 

and managing rare species and their 

habitats, land acquisition, and education.  

 

More than one-third (2.2 miles of the 7.4 

miles) of the Byway in Orange and New 

Salem travels through or is near habitat that 

has been documented by the NHESP as 

supporting rare and endangered species 

habitat, as well as important natural 

communities that are categorized as being 

moderately to highly significant.  The 

NHESP reviews development proposals on a 

case-by-case basis as required by the 

Massachusetts Endangered Species Act 

Regulations (321 CMR 10.00) for impacts to 

these important habitats.  

 

The sites shown on the Natural Resources 

Maps represent two distinct categories of 

habitats regulated under Massachusetts law.   

 

Estimated Habitat areas delineate the 

approximate geographical extent of the 

habitats of state-protected rare wildlife 

for use with the Wetlands Protection Act 

(310 CMR 10.00) and the Forest Cutting 

Practices Act (304 CMR 11.00).  Rare 

wildlife data for these areas were 

collected from 1974 through 1998 and 

were updated in 2007.  

Priority Habitat areas are delineated 

for rare plant and animal populations 

protected under the Massachusetts 

Endangered Special Act (321 CMR 

10.00).  These areas indicate the 

approximate geographic extent of rare 

species populations taken from the 

NHESP database.  These areas should 

also be used in conjunction with the Rare 

Species Threshold in the Massachusetts 

Environmental Policy Act (301 CMR 

11.03(2)).  

 

 

The NHESP has documented a total of 23 

significant species, including 14 rare and 

endangered species of animals and 9 rare 

and endangered species of plants, within the 

Byway corridor.  Priority habitat and 

estimated habitat for rare species are near 

the Byway at North Spectacle Pond, South 

Spectacle Pond and at the west edge of 

Blackington Swamp, all in New Salem.  A 

small band of habitat for rare species 

straddles the Byway where it meets Route 2A 

in Orange at the Millers River.  Roughly a 

dozen certified and potential vernal pools 

overlap priority habitat sites along the 

Byway.   

 

The identity of the rare and endangered 

species found within each specific habitat 

area is not publicized in an effort to protect 

the individual plants and animals.  The 

specific information on the type and location 

of the species are revealed when a specific 

project is being reviewed.  The NHESP 

assigns each species a rating that reflects the 

rarity of and threat to that species within 

Massachusetts.  The three categories are: 

―Endangered,‖ ―Threatened,‖ and ―Species of 

Special Concern.‖  Table 3.2 lists the 23 

documented rare and endangered species 

within the Byway corridor and gives the 

NHESP sensitivity rating for each. 

 

There are unique natural plant communities 

near the Byway.  In Orange, the acidic rocky 

summit/rock outcrop community; black gum 

swamp; circumneutral talus forest/

woodland; northern hardwoods/hemlock/ 

white pine forest; and white pine/oak forest.  

In New Salem near the Quabbin Reservoir 

there are acidic rocky summit/rock outcrop; 

circumneutral talus forest/woodland; 
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Table 3.1: Documented Rare Animals and Plants in Orange and New Salem.   

Plant/Animal 
Species Scientific Name Common Name MESA Status 

Most Recent 
Observation 

ORANGE 

Bird Ammodramus 
savannarum 

Grasshopper 
Sparrow 

T 2009 

Bird Botaurus 
lentiginosus 

American Bittern E 2005 

Bird Pooecetes 
gramineus 

Vesper Sparrow T 2000 

Butterfly/Moth Rhodoecia 
aurantiago 

Orange Sallow 
Moth 

T 2005 

Dragonfly/
Damselfly 

Enallagma laterale New England 
Bluet 

SC 2007 

Dragonfly/
Damselfly 

Gomphus 
abbreviatus 

Spine-crowned 
Clubtail 

E 2004 

Dragonfly/
Damselfly 

Neurocordulia 
yamaskanensis 

Stygian 
Shadowdragon 

SC 2006 

Dragonfly/
Damselfly 

Ophiogomphus 
asperses 

Brook Snaketail SC 1995 

Dragonfly/
Damselfly 

Stylurus scudderi Zebra Clubtail SC 2005 

Dragonfly/
Damselfly 

Stylurus spiniceps Arrow Clubtail T 2005 

Fish Notropis 
bifrenatus 

Bridle Shiner SC 2000 

Mussel Alasmidonta 
undulate 

Triangle Floater SC 2006 

Mussel Strophitus 
undulates 

Creeper SC 2003 

Reptile Glyptemys 
insculpta 

Wood Turtle SC 2006 

Vascular Plant Adlumia fungosa Climbing 
Fumitory 

SC 2003 

Vascular Plant Clematis 
occidentalis 

Purple Clematis SC 2003 

Vascular Plant Liatris scariosa 
var. novae-angliae 

New England 
Blazing Star 

SC 1931 

Vascular Plant Mimulus 
moschatus 

Muskflower E 1910 

Vascular Plant Viola adunca Sand Violet SC 2003 
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Table 3.1 — Continued: Documented Rare Animals and Plants in Orange and New Salem.   

Plant/Animal 
Species Scientific Name Common Name MESA Status 

Most Recent 
Observation 

NEW SALEM 

Amphibian Ambystoma 
jeffersonianum 

Jefferson 
Salamander 

SC 2000 

Amphibian Ambystoma 
opacum 

Marbled 
Salamander 

T 1992 

Beetle Cicindela 
duodecimguttata 

Twelve-spotted 
Tiger Beetle 

SC 2007 

Bird Cistothorus 
platensis 

Sedge Wren E 1934 

Bird Falco peregrinus Peregrine Falcon E 1933 

Bird Gavia immer Common Loon SC 2008 

Bird Haliaeetus 
leucocephalus 

Bald Eagle E 2009 

Butterfly/Moth Rhodoecia 
aurantiago 

Orange Sallow 
Moth 

T 2004 

Dragonfly/
Damselfly 

Enallagma laterale New England 
Bluet 

SC 2008 

Dragonfly/
Damselfly 

Somatochlora 
elongate 

Ski-tipped 
Emerald 

SC 2006 

Fish Notropis 
bifrenatus 

Bridle Shiner SC 1989 

Mammal Sorex palustris Water Shrew SC 1995 

Mammal Synaptomys 
cooperi 

Southern Bog 
Lemming 

SC 1994 

Reptile Glyptemys 
insculpta 

Wood Turtle SC 2007 

Vascular Plant Calystegia 
spithamaea 

Low Bindweed E 1850 

Vascular Plant Goodyera repens Dwarf Rattlesnake
-plantain 

E 1931 

Vascular Plant Liatris scariosa 
var. novae-angliae 

New England 
Blazing Star 

SC 2006 

Vascular Plant Mimulus 
moschatus 

Muskflower E 2003 

Vascular Plant Ophioglossum 
pusillum 

Adder's-tongue 
Fern 

T 1848 

Vascular Plant Pedicularis 
lanceolata 

Swamp Lousewort E 1879 

Vascular Plant Platanthera 
dilatata 

Leafy White 
Orchis 

T Historic 

Vascular Plant Platanthera flava 
var. herbiola 

Pale Green Orchis T 1850 

Vascular Plant Scheuchzeria 
palustris 

Pod-grass E 1929 
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circumneutral rocky summit/rock outcrop; 

pitch pine–oak forest; oak-hemlock-white 

pine (a favorite of bats); and rich, mesic 

forest (habitat for 20 rare plants). River, 

stream, lake and wetland communities are 

also present in the Quabbin.  In 2000, the 

University of Massachusetts, Department of 

Natural Resources Conservation, published 

the Rare Unique and Exemplary Natural 

Communities of the Quabbin Watershed, 

which details the rare natural communities 

within the Quabbin area.14    

 

State and Federal Protection 
and Interpretive Programs 
 

Natural Resource Restoration 
and Protection 

State 

From 1982 to 1988, forty-one young Bald 

Eagles from Michigan and Canada were 

reintroduced by the Massachusetts Division 

of Fisheries and Wildlife to the 

Commonwealth in the Quabbin Reservoir 

region.  Since then, eagle numbers have 

increased slowly but steadily.  In 2008, an all

-time high of at least 26 pairs of Bald Eagles 

maintained breeding territories in 

Massachusetts, including pairs on the 

Quabbin Reservoir (8) and Connecticut River 

(7) which made up more than half the State’s 

breeding pairs.  The 2008 midwinter Bald 

Eagle survey counted 72 Bald Eagles in 

Massachusetts: the Quabbin Reservoir (36) 

and Connecticut River (9), again, accounted 

for more than half the Bald Eagles in the 

Commonwealth.  

 

Loons returned to Massachusetts in 1975 

after almost a century’s absence; they occur 

statewide as migrants and regularly put 

down on larger lakes and reservoirs inland.  

In summer, loons nest in Quabbin Reservoir 

and three other lakes in Franklin and 

Worcester Counties. 

 

Federal 

As tributaries to the Connecticut River, 

the Millers and Chicopee Rivers and their 

watersheds (including the Swift River) 

are part of and benefit from two national 

designations.  In 1991, the entire 

Connecticut River watershed became the 

Silvio O. Conte National Fish and 

Wildlife Refuge through Congressional 

designation.  In 1998 the Connecticut 

River was one of 14 rivers in the Nation 

to be designated an American Heritage 

River.   

 
The US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) 

oversees the Conte Refuge and is charged 

with protecting and restoring wildlife habitat 

and species throughout the four-state 

watershed.  For the Millers River this relates 

to conserving habitat for migratory fish – 

Atlantic salmon, herring, and American 

Shad; for the Swift River and waters of the 

Quabbin Reservoir, which are in the 

Chicopee River watershed, the USFWS is 

helping to improve Bald Eagle habitat and 

maintain the fisher that the rivers and 

reservoir represent – coldwater species 

(trout and salmon) and warm water species 

(bass, pickerel, perch, and bullhead).   

 
Recognition of the Connecticut River as an 

American Heritage River, gives communities 

the opportunity to garner attention and to 

seek grant funding for environmental 

conservation, economic development, and 

historic preservation projects. 

 

http://www.mass.gov/dcr/watersupply/watershed/documents/quabbinnaturalcommunities.pdf.  
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Interpretive Programs and 
Visitor Centers 

Quabbin Reservoir Visitor Center 
and Signage 

The Quabbin Reservoir Visitor Center is 
located on Route 9 at the southern end of the 
reservoir in Belchertown.  Very little of the 
information and interpretive programming 
available at the Center in the southern end of 
the Quabbin is available to residents and 
visitors in the northern portion or along the 
Route 122 Scenic Byway.   

Other than signage about permitted uses, 
there are no signs at pull offs describing what 
you are seeing, teaching you about the 
history and purpose of the Quabbin, or 
describing the importance of protecting the 
watershed and wild lands of the reservoir.  At 
Gate 31, where there is a boat ramp, more 
information is available, but it is mostly 
instruction about hiking, hunting, and 
fishing and not about the Quabbin Reservoir 
– its history and importance as a water 
system and the largest lake ecosystem in the 
Commonwealth.  

 

Great Falls Discovery Center 

The Great Falls Discovery Center in Turners 
Falls, 16 miles west of Orange on the 
Mohawk Trail Scenic Byway (Route 2/2A), is 
a remarkable educational resource managed 
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as part 
of the Silvio O. Conte National Fish and 
Wildlife Refuge in partnership with the 
Massachusetts Department of Conservation 
and Recreation.  Its program is about the 
natural, cultural and industrial history of the 
Connecticut River watershed.   

The facility includes an interactive exhibition 
about the four ecosystems in the watershed – 
Upland Forest and North Woods, Riverine, 
Agricultural and Grasslands, and Barrier 
Beaches and Estuaries.  Visitors can walk 
through the different ecosystems, learn about 
the animals in each, and find out about the 
threats to and safeguards for habitats.  There 
is also a diorama of the watershed and a four
-acre site that includes a butterfly garden, 
fish ladder, and views of canal and 
Connecticut River. 

The Center is open Saturdays and Sundays 
10 am to 4 pm and daily during the summer 
and is free.   

Great Falls Discovery Center 
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Issues and Recommendations 
 

Issues 

There are resources along the Byway that are very sensitive, and could be degraded by 

development or tourism that occurs along the corridor.  Public access to areas that are 

particularly fragile should be managed to ensure the preservation of natural assets.  

Significant natural resource sites within the Scenic Byway corridor are listed below.  

There is the potential for growing conflicts between wildlife (such as bear, deer and 

coyotes) and humans if development, recreation, and tourism continue to expand within 

the Byway corridor. 

There is no information about the creation of Quabbin Reservoir, the natural history and 

resources of the North Quabbin Region, and how people can help to safeguard the water 

quality of the Quabbin Reservoir. 

 

Recommendations 

Explore public and privately-based options to permanently protect open space, forests, and 

agricultural land along the Byway.  As opportunities arise, purchase conservation 

restrictions and/or Agricultural Preservation Restrictions (APR) from willing land owners. 

Investigate implementing zoning changes, such as creating a Corridor Overlay District to 

protect sensitive habitats, preserve natural and scenic resources, and to focus new 

development into existing village center areas in the towns of New Salem and Orange.  

Continue to work with MassDOT to ensure that future Scenic Byway road improvements 

incorporate best management mitigation techniques to treat road runoff before it is 

discharged into sensitive habitat areas or waterways.  

Expand opportunities for visitors to learn about the natural resources that can be enjoyed 

along the Byway.  The Byway could be used as a vehicle to introduce the natural resources 

within the forests and parks system. 

□ Develop an educational campaign on the bountiful natural resources located along 
the Byway.  This campaign should include ways to minimize the potential negative 
impacts of visiting the great outdoors, by respecting the land and ―treading softly.‖  

□ Minimize conflicts between humans and wildlife to educate visitors to control food 
waste and not to purposely feed the animals.  Remind local residents to locate 
garbage bins and bird feeders so that bear, raccoons, skunks and other animals 
cannot get into them.  Signs at pull-offs along the Byway would assist with this 
recommendation. 

□ Further evaluate the need for and create signs to educate visitors to stay on marked/
established hiking trails.   

□ Incorporate this campaign into recreational tourism brochures and materials for 
Route 122 by suggesting ways to minimize visitor impacts to the environment.  

□ Coordinate this effort between the NHESP, Massachusetts Department of 
Conservation and Recreation, and local conservation and recreational groups.  

□ Develop brochures and other materials for tourism-oriented businesses and visitor 
centers to distribute. 

As with Riverfront Park in Orange, the Route 122 Scenic Byway along the Quabbin 

Reservoir could be the nexus for educating the public about the history of the Quabbin 
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Reservoir, protecting and restoring the environment and natural resources of the region, 

and initiating best management practices at home, at your business and in your 

community. 

□ Kiosks could be placed at all gates to Quabbin Reservoir; 

□ Informational signage could be at pull-offs;  

□ Brochures could be made available through businesses along the Byway; and 

□ A website for the Route 122 Scenic Byway could teach conservation as it promotes 

tourism. 

 


